Research is a process for developing knowledge. Researchers formulate theories, gather information, confirm facts and solve problems about which they care. They synthesise existing studies, explain why things happen the way they do, or interpret the significance of findings for further thought and action (Babbie 2012; Neuman 2006) .
Research has many methodologies. Researchers can gather information through qualitative methods such as observations, interviews, focus groups, or surveys; or quantitative methods, which produce numerical and statistical explanations: correlation and regression analysis to determine the relationship between two or more variables; experimental research, which places participants in experimental and control groups; or meta-analysis, which draws upon several existing studies. There is no single best methodology; there are many (Bryman 2012 ).
Research as community-building is imaginable in most academic disciplines and professional fields, such as psychology, sociology, social work and public health, and there is nothing a priori to prevent any researcher, such as a philosopher or physicist, from work that builds community in every stage of the process. The issue is neither the discipline nor the field, but rather how research is practised, and this partly depends on whether the researcher is up to the challenge.
This article examines 'research as community-building' and draws upon a project in which I am deeply involved, emphasising three stages of the research process: (1) defining the problem;
(2) gathering the information; and (3) using the findings. These are not the only research stages, but are among the important ones. First, however, I will discuss the way in which my research approach derives from both personal and professional experiences.
Understanding my methodology means understanding me.
MY OWN APPROACH
I grew up in Newburyport, Massachusetts, a small city north of Boston. The city is picturesque, from its farms and commons to cobblestone streets and wharves on the river, through to marsh and the ocean. It was home to fishing and shipbuilding in revolutionary times, and cotton mills and shoe factories during the industrial period.
Newburyport was known for its social stratification. It was studied by W Lloyd Warner and a team of Harvard anthropologists, and published as the 'Yankee City' series (1942, 1945, 1947, 1959, 1975) , in which he identified three social classes: upper, middle and lower, with each level further divided into upper and lower.
Upper-class Yankees lived in stately houses on High Street, middle and lower middle-class families on Middle Street, and lower-class residents confined themselves to Low Street and the river road.
Newburyport was, as the novelist John P Marquand (1949) wrote, a place of class and tradition on a river by the sea dominated by 'old money' families who built factories and financial institutions, and where 'everything is in its place and there's a place for everything'. He criticised Warner and other social scientists for their tendency to make generalisations about people based solely on their academic training or socialisation.
They saw only what they had been trained to see.
I too have been socialised into the academy, but not before I was affected by my experience in the community. My family were Eastern European immigrants. My grandfather started as a ragpicker and later became a small businessman who helped other immigrants to settle in town. My father was a merchant and small businessman, and my mother was the daughter of a shoemaker and factory worker. We were religious minorities and attended a traditional Jewish synagogue of 40 families in a city dominated by Yankees and Christians. My parents were aware that they were minorities in a society that was not theirs, and this affected their beliefs and behaviours.
Growing up, I easily grasped the nuances of small town New England life, the people and how they came together into a social structure. I was a regular at school board and city council meetings, and developed close relationships with the superintendent and mayor, both of whom lived down the street and taught me to believe that community change was possible and that I had the power to create it. Following is an example of how my approach plays out in practice.
YOUTH DIALOGUES IN METROPOLITAN DETROIT
Metropolitan Detroit is highly segregated, with small areas of diversity. The city is largely black, and the suburbs mostly white, although some suburbs are increasing in populations of African, Asian, Middle Eastern and Latin American descent.
Segregation increases inequalities in metropolitan Detroit.
For example, some schools have high-quality resources and facilities, whereas others have outdated books and plumbing so old that toilet paper is rationed. In schools which are becoming more diverse, achievement gaps and intergroup incidents are increasing, and teachers lack training in how to handle such incidents Young people in metropolitan Detroit want to communicate with others who are different from themselves, but segregation limits them. They want to address discrimination, but segregation prevents them from forming the relationships needed for collective action. They realise the benefits of diversity, but are not organised in a way that would allow them to strengthen these benefits (Young, n.d.) .
Youth Dialogues on Race and Ethnicity in Metropolitan
Detroit is a program which was established to increase dialogue among young people -of African, Asian, white European, Middle 
Defining the Problem
What is the problem to be solved? Why is it important, and to whom?
Defining the problem is a research stage which determines everything else, for if researchers or community members define situations as real, they are real in their consequences. When segregation is defined by urban planners as a problem caused by white flight to the suburbs, for example, the subsequent work will differ from when it is defined as caused by the investment decisions of bankers and builders. It is not whether there is a correct definition; it is that the definition of the problem affects the action (Merton 1968; Watanabe 2009 ).
The youth dialogues program originated when a community leader wanted to address the social isolation of young people in metropolitan Detroit and approached me about how to proceed.
We convened community meetings with representatives of racial and ethnic groups, which established face-to-face relationships and produced a proposal that was funded by both a community-based foundation and the University of Michigan.
We were conscious of 'defining the problem' by starting with 'community participation', 'group formation' and 'relationship building', which would contribute to subsequent program implementation. We talk with our community partners in face-toface meetings about what we want to accomplish and form groups designed to accomplish the purpose. When community members define their own problems, it engages them in the process.
In comparison, there is a professor down the hall at my university who himself defines research problems that he thinks are important, based upon his personal or professional interests.
He generally gets his ideas when he sits in his office, visualises a project that builds upon earlier work, reads an article that is provocative, or talks with colleagues on the campus. Then, he reviews the literature which relates to his idea; formulates questions whose answers are measureable; collects data using standardised methods; and analyses the findings in terms of his original objectives. In so doing, he is highly conscious of a 'community of experts' who care a great deal about his problem definition. He says that he never involves 'laypersons' in this work, except as 'human subjects' (Booth, Papaioannou & Sutton 2012) .
Gathering the Information
What do we want to learn? How can information be gathered in ways which develop knowledge and contribute to community-
building?
Professionals gather information as a normal part of their practice, such as when lawyers take depositions to determine which facts are relevant, or physicians review laboratory tests before diagnosis and treatment (Gänshirt 2007; Schön 1983 ).
In the youth dialogues program, youth-adult research teams He belongs to a centre that provides cutting-edge study design, data collection, data processing services, and access to the world's largest archive of digital data.
In gathering information, my colleague refers to himself as a 'detached' expert who defines problems in 'dispassionate' ways and who gathers data on 'human subjects' through 'value free' methods that assure the 'validity', 'reliability' and 'generalizability' of the findings. When he gathers information in accordance with these criteria, he believes that he is doing his job.
When I work in collaboration with our community partners in accordance with both 'research ' and 'community' principles, I believe that I am doing mine.
Using the Findings

How can findings be used to address a problem? If research is for a purpose, what will you do with what you learn?
In the youth dialogues program, dissemination is inseparable from research. Participants are active communicators. For example, we helped prepare a script based on their experiences with a youth theatre company that participated in the program. The result, Speak for yourself, has been performed in more than 100 school assemblies and community centres. Actors come to the front of the stage and facilitate 'talk backs', in which audience members stand and speak -often for the first time -about their experiences with discrimination and diversity (Checkoway n.d.) . With input from a writing coach, participants have also published My dreams are not a secret: Teenagers in metropolitan Detroit speak out (Young n.d.) , a book in which they write about finding their voice. As a result of the program, one participant created a youth dialogues course in her high school. She prepared a proposal for the school board, the superintendent assigned a teacher, and now students enrol in a permanent course, which, because of its success, was incorporated in a course required for all students. Other school districts have also established youth dialogues courses, resulting in more than 5000 students learning from the program.
Other participants formed the 'youth policy leaders' in order to address segregation and diversity. They gathered 3000 signatures and presented a resolution to the Michigan Board of Education for unanimous approval. The resolution calls for 'diversity learning for all students', 'teacher professional development' and 'student voice in policy decisions', and has been presented at conferences of youth leaders and school officials at the local, state and national levels.
When participants found that teachers were unprepared to facilitate sensitive discussions in the classroom, they asked school officials to offer professional development workshops with content on dialogue facilitation, role of teachers as change agents, and University partners participate in all of these dissemination efforts and, in addition, make presentations at professional meetings, publish articles in scholarly journals, and incorporate content into courses on campus and workshops in the community.
For us, however, publications are only one form of dissemination.
In contrast, my colleague believes that the primary purpose of research is to understand a subject and views publications in scholarly journals as his dissemination. He cares what his peers think about his work and subscribes to a service which counts how many times they refer to him in their publications. He does not discuss the impact of his work on society, even when his funding comes from government agencies (Drake & Jonson-Reid 2007) .
INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
I am a professor at the University of Michigan, an anchor institution with immense resources. It has centres, institutes, libraries, laboratories, housing and health services, arts and cultural programs, media networks, sports teams and conference facilities. It is more than a school; it is a major employer, provider and consumer of goods and services, and a powerful social and economic engine whose decisions have local, national and international effects.
Michigan has faculty members with expertise in a wide variety of academic disciplines and professional fields -including arts and sciences, architecture and urban planning, business, education, engineering, information, law, public health, public policy, social work and medicine -in which they conduct research, teach and train people, aggregate knowledge so as to make it more useful, and disseminate findings to popular and professional audiences.
Some faculty members are passionate about communitybuilding, incorporate this into their research and teaching, and receive recognition for their work.
Others have community interests but do not normally act upon them, or feel frustrated in their efforts to do so. My observation is that they have been conditioned to believe that community-building is a diversion from their real work and might even jeopardise their careers in the institution. They hear this from their dean, the provost reinforces it with a reward structure, the institutional culture perpetuates it, and they believe that it is true (Checkoway 2013) . Yet, despite all this evidence to the contrary, most faculty hold to beliefs and behaviours that were part of their conditioning.
When faculty members draw upon their expertise in community-building as an integral part of their role, they should be rewarded. I am aware that there are obstacles to research as community-building in the academy and understand the frustrations it causes to some of my colleagues. Certainly, any strategy to involve the faculty in community-building should have an appropriate reward structure, without which it is dysfunctional for the individual and for the institution. But, I assume that obstacles to change are a normal part of the change process and in fact can be a productive source of intellectual tension.
CONCLUSION
If research were a form of community-building, what would it be?
Our research on the Youth Dialogues on Race and Ethnicity in Metropolitan Detroit program shows that the program enables young people to develop knowledge of their racial and ethnic identities and those of others; to build awareness of race and racism as forces in their lives; and to take specific actions against racism in their own lives.
Our approach is that 'defining the problem' involves community members in group formation and leadership development. 'Gathering the information' enables them to ask questions about society and develop relationships for addressing them. 'Using the findings' results in theatre performances, youthauthored publications, permanent courses in schools and a youth leadership group whose members have produced tangible accomplishments.
Community-building is what I do, and research is instrumental to the work. I chose a career in higher education because of my belief that this would help facilitate a process in which higher education and community are intertwined, an approach which I first adopted when I was growing up and continued over the long haul. In this way, my personal and have professional roles are interrelated, and my hope is that this article might be useful to others who are interested in this approach.
